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Summary 

Nowadays the backbene of the fixed telecommunications network mainly consists of optical fi
bre, but the access network, i.e. the conneetion between the last central office and the customer 
is still dominated by twisted capper pairs. There areabout 700 million twisted pairs installed all 
over the world. To make new applications like Video on Demand and Fast Internet possible on 
the old-fashioned twisted pair, a new generation of modems is being developed, called Digital 
Subscriber Loop (DSL) modems. ADSL, the A standing tor asymmetrie, is one of these new mo
dems. With this modem data rates up to 6. 7 Mbit/sec trom the central office to the customer's 
premises and up to 640 kbit/sec trom the customer's premises to the central office are possible. 
The twisted pair may have a maximallength of 5 km. 

Because the ADSL frequency spectrum starts at 20 kHz and continues up to 1.1 MHz, analogue 
telephony is still possible while at the same time the ADSL modem works. Filtering that seper
ates the telephone signal trom the ADSL signal is necessary to do this. The circuit that does 
this is called the Plain Old Telephone System (POTS) splitter. In this report a first design tor a 
POTS splitter is made. The design could nat be tested, because coils with the required specifi
cations were nat available. 

The ADSL modem works with digital modulation and error correction techniques. However, the 
ADSL signal still has to be applied as an analogue signal to the twisted pair. The Analogue 
Frontend converts the digital time domain ADSL signal into an analogue signal that is applied 
to the telephone line. Of course at the same time, the received ADSL time signal is amplified, 
filtered, sampled and made digital again. An Analogue Frontend IC tor an ADSL modem is 
specified in this report. The validity of the specifications is tested by means of simulations and 
measurements on test boards. Software is written to simulate the digital backend of the ADSL 
modem. 

The Analogue Frontend is optimized by designing tor an optimal cast/performance ratio and an 
optimization of processas in the analogue and digital part of the modem. Furthermore, an adap
tive hybrid tor better unwanted signal suppression in the receive path is used. This leads to 
higher possible data rates per effective bit of the ND converter through more available signal 
carriers. 

The first measurements on the test boards are promising. They show behaviour that is very sirn
ilar to the simulations done with different software tools. A 7.4 Mbit/sec duplex conneetion on 3 
km. of twisted pair is realised. Further tests have to be done to find the practicallimitsof the 
analogue frontend and to find out how other systems influence the ADSL modem. 
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Preface 

This Master Thesis describes the design of an analogue frontend tor a DMT based ADSL mo
dem and a first design tor a POTS splitter. Th is report is nat meant as an introduetion on ADSL. 
There are different articles [Cioffi, 1995; Saarela, 1995; Young, 1995, Kempainen, 1996] who 
do that quite well. To keep the size of this report within limits, no introduetion is given on topics 
as filtering and converter techniques either. A good introduetion on filtering can be found in the 
'Eiectronic filter design Handboek' [Williams, 1995]. The necessary acquaintance with convert
ers can be found inthebook 'lntegrated analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters' [V.d. 
Plassche, 1994]. 

Many people contributed to the contentsof this report. I would like to thank my supervisors Chris 
Schuur and Marc Arendstortheir constructive guidance during this training and critica! com
ments on my report. l've leamed a lot trom their ideas and experience. Another word of thanks 
I owe to Toon Bagers tor his general support in this whole project, but especially tor his work 
on the cable simuiatien and measuring problems. Furthermore I would like to thank Rutger Su
ermondt and Ad van den Enden tor their help with the digital backend of the ADSL modem and 
Jaap Mulder tor his contri bution on the filtering in the analogue frontend. I gratefully borrowed 
the control program tor the receiver test board of Riek Dumont. Maarten Vertregt and Rudy van 
de Plassche of Philips Research in Eindhoven helped me unfolding the secrets of high-speed 
high-accuracy converters, many thanks tor that. A general word of thanks to everyone at the 
Philips Systems Labaratory Eindhoven, who patiently answered all my questions and tried to 
solve my problems. No matter whether these concerned theory or layout of test boards or sol
deringor purchase of unavailable components or the amazing wor1d of computer technology, I 
gat help. Last but nat least, I would like to thank Prof. Ir. M.T.M. Segers, tor being my supervis
ing professor. 
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1. Introduetion 

The fixed telecommunications netwerk used to consist of entirely metallic transmission media 
(predominantly copper). Nowadays the backbene of the netwerk mainly consistsof optica! fibre, 
but the access netwerk, i.e. the last central office to the customer is still dominated by twisted 
capper pairs. There are about 700 million twisted pairs installed all over the wor1d. In the long 
run all these twisted pairs should be replaced by optica! fibre, but this can take more than forty 
years to come true. In the mean time higher data rates are needed todeliver braadband serv
ices as Video on Demand and Fast Internet through the existing capper access netwerk. New 
braadband modem techniques fortwisted pair, called xDSL (DSL- Digital Subscriber Loop), can 
be used todeliver these necessary data rates today. The ditterenee with existing modems is 
that these new modems use the frequency spectrum far above the 3.4 kHz used in analogue 
telephony today. This makes it possible for xDSL and analogue telephony toshare the same 
twisted pair at the same time. 

ADSL, standingforAsymmetrie Digital Subscriber Line, is one of those xDSL techniques, that 
make it possible to receive up to 6. 7 Mbit/s at the customer's premises and to send up to 640 
kbit/s from to the central office, still being able to use your Plain Old Telephone System (POTS) 
at the same time. This POTS is at the central office side connected with the Public Switched 
Telephone Netwerk (PSTN). ADSL has over 200 times the speed of a 28k8 modemand more 
than 30 times the speed of ISDN. lt can be used for all kind of data, as Video on Demand, ed
ucation, home shopping and Fast Internet (see Fig.1 ). 

exchange network subscriber 
6.144 Mbps 

~ 640 kbps ... 
twisted pair (3.6 km 

Fig.1 Use of ADSL 

ADSL divides the frequency spectrum up to 1.1 MHz into 256 small bands, which means one 
carrier every 4.3125 kHz. All these carriers are independently Quadrature-Amplitude-Modulat
ed (QAM) modulated. Depending on how good the signal-to-noise ratio of the channel in this 
narrow band is, QAM constellations of 0 to 16 bits per carrier are made. This methad of modu
lation is called DMT, Discrete Multitone Modulation, and will be discussed in chapter2. on page 
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16. DMT is the official modulation methad according to the ANSI specifications [ANSI T1.413, 
1995], but other methods of modulation, for example CAP or QAM, arealso used in ADSL mo
dems. ADSL makes a point-ta-point connection. This means that for every modem installed at 
the customer's premises, another modem is to be installed at the central office side. In Fig.3 
the context of an ADSL modem is shown. Between the ADSL modem and the twisted pair aso
called POTS splitter is installed. This POTS splitter separates the ADSL signal from the tele
phone signal. 

Basically an ADSL modem can be divided into only five blocks as can be seen in Fig.2 . The 
ADSL modem at the customer's premises is called ATU-R and the ADSL modem at the central 
office si de is called ATU-C. For the ADSL frequency spectrum twisted pair has bad attenuation, 
distartion and noise characteristics, heavy coding and equalization has to be done for an ac
ceptable Bit Error Rate (BER). The first two functions of an ADSL modem are coding and de
coding. This report will not discuss these functions. After the encoding has taken place and 
befare the decading takes place in the receive path, the ADSL signal has to be modulated, re
spectively demodulated. As mentioned above this is done with DMT. The modulation and de
modulation of ADSL is described briefly in the next chapter, because the properties of the ADSL 
signal in the time domain and frequency domain are important parameters in designing an an
alogue frontend. Last but not least, the analogue frontend converts the digital time domain 

) 

ADSL signal into an analogue one that is applied to the telephone line. Of course at the same 
time, the received ADSL timesignalis amplified, filtered, sampled and made digital again. The 
POTS splitter is notpart of the ADSL modem itself, but is necessary to split the telephone signal 
and the ADSL signal. 

telephone signall 

r--------------------, 
ADSL modem 

bits in 

L--------------------~ 
Fig.2 Basic functions of ADSL modem 

twisted 
pa1r 

In this master thesis, a first design of the POTS splitter is made, as wellas the specifications 
for an analogue frontend IC. First the modulation methad DMT is discussed, because the ana
logue frontend design depends heavily on the ADSL signal characteristics. Other methods of 
modulation, such as CAP and QAM will change the analogue Frontend (AF) design. The use of 
other modulation methods will notchange the design of the POTS splitter. 
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The construction of this report is as follows. Aftera short introduetion on the modulation method 
used, the design of the POTS splitter is explained in chapters three to six. Saveral simulations 
are done, to support the correctness of this design. Chapter seven reports specifications tor the 
transfarmer necessary in the whole system. A general view of the Analogue Frontend is given 
in chapter eight. In chapters nine to eleven a close look at the hybrid is taken. The strong com
promising effect between costs and quality tor this circuit leads to simulating three different hy
brid implementations. Chapters twelve to fitteen concern the filtering tor both the transmit and 
the receive path. After that the specification of the converters are explained in chapter sixteen, 
saventeen and eighteen. In chapter nineteen a superficial survey of standard parameters tor 
testing of the AID converter is given. The test setup to test the specifications of the Analogue 
Frontend is depicted in chapter twenty-one. Some of the test results are illustrated in chapter 
twenty-two. In chapter twenty-three, the final conclusions and recommendations are given. 
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2. Discrete MultiTone Modulation 

DMT is a farm of multicarrier modulation. lt divides the frequency band up to 1.1 MHz into small 
channels of 4.3 kHz each. The first channel is used fortelephone transmission, sa 255 channels 
are available tor the ADSL system. Of these channels, the lower frequency channels, trom ap
proximately 30 kHz up to maximal 138 kHz are used tor data transport trom the customer to the 
central office. When Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) is used the frequency channels, 
higher than 138 kHz, are used tor the data transmission trom the central office to the home. 
When Echo Cancellation (EC) is used channels trom approximately 30 kHz up to 1.1 MHz are 
used trom the central office to the home. In this case EC has to take place in the digital domain. 
In a FDM system the band separation can also be done by way of filtering. Th is is easier than 
echo cancellation but is at the expense of some lost channels tor the ADSL system. In this re
port an analogue frontend tor a FDM system is designed, EC will nat be looked at. Many more 
channels are available tor the data transport trom the central office to the home, than tor the 
data transport trom the home to the central office. This is logical because the data rate is much 
higher and because the higher frequency channels are attenuated more, sa less data can be 
transported over these channels. The frequency spectrum of ADSL is shown in Fig.4 . 

u pstraam downstraam 

""( ' 
POTS FOM 

\. 
3.4 30 138 1104kHz 

fraquancy 

u pstraam downstraam 

POTS EC 

3.4 30 138 1104kHz 

fraquancy 

Fig.4 Frequency spectrum of ADSL 

Depending on the SignaHa-Noise ratio (S/N) in a channel a certain number of bits is assigned 
to that channel. These bits are modulated on the carrier by setting the amplitude and the phase 
of the carrier. Sa up to a maximum of 255 channels, 255 different QAM carriers are modulated. 
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Fig.5 5 bit QAM consteilstion diagram 

When QAM is applied, the souree data, i.e. I and Q as drawn in Fig.5, are modulated onto a 
pair of orthogonal carriers tor transmission. In practica the orthogonality is provided by a sine 
and eosine mixing function. DMT canthen beseen as 255 individual QAM carriers, having har
monie carrier frequencies. By means of an Inverse Fast Fourier Transfarm (IFFT), the data that 
is in the frequency domain is converted into the line signal that is in the time domain. This line 
signal consists of harmonie sine waves with different amplitudes and phases. At the receiver 
part an Fast Fourier Transfarm (FFT), is applied to reeover the data in the fr~quency domain 
again. The basic DMT transcaiver is shown in Fig.6 [Young, 1995]. From the ATU-R a 512-
points FFT/IFFT is used, tor every one of the 256 available channels, the souree data and the 
complex conjugate of the souree data is taken (symmetry around carrier 256). The clock fre
quency used is 2.208 MHz. Because trom the ATU-C only the carriers up to 138kHz, i.e. 32 
carriers, may be used, the FFT/IFFT used is only 64 points long. The clock frequency is also 
divided by eight. 

The modem and the channel introduce noise and distartion on the transmitted signal. A large 
part of this error is corrected at the receiver side. As can be seen, the remaining error should 
be smaller than 'd' in Fig.5 . This is a very important condition tor the design of the analogue 
frontend. lt is also a ditticuit condition, because it is hard to see what errors, introduced to the 
time samples, will do to the frequency domain souree data. In other words it is hard to see what 
the FFT will do to certain errors which are introduced in the time domain. 
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In Fig.7 the frequency response of a normal homogeneaus cableis shown. Around 100kHz 
the cable exhibits the lowest attenuation. 

frequency 

Fig.7 Typical attenuation of homogeneaus twisted pair 

The bit allocation per channel is not only determined by the attenuation of the signal but also by 
the noise level in this specific channel. A typical example of the noise level inside the frequency 
band of interest is given in Fig.8. 
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The bit allocation per channel is calculated depending on the S/N ratio per channel. An example 
of this is shown in Fig.9. 
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Fig.9 Allocation of number of bits per channel 
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The DMT timesignalof 512 (downstream) or 64 (upstream) samples in one symbol is very ar
bitrary, but exhibits a high peak to average signal value of about 5.0. In Fig.1 0 an example of 
a DMT time symbol tor the data stream trom the central office to the home is given. This large 
peaking complicates the design of the analogue frontend, because specifications have to be 
made tor the maximum values rather than tor the mean val u es of the DMT time signal. 
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3. POTS splitter 

The basic tunetion of the POTS splitter is to filter the POTS-signal out of the total signal. lt has 
to perform in such a way, that the ADSL-signals in the POTS will beat least 80 dB weaker than 
the POTS signals, which means that ADSL signals have to be attenuated about 1 00 dB [Cook 
and Sheppard, 1995] by the POTS filter. This specification by British Telecom is taken as a 
starting point, assuming that most European telephone companies will demand sarnething like 
this. 

The next figure shows the basic POTS splitter function: a Low Pass Filter (LPF) to pass the tel
ephone signal, a High Pass Filter (HPF) to pass the ADSL signal and a transfarmer that will be 
discussed in chapter 7. on page 49. 

Telephone 

Fig.11 POTS splitter 

The specifications for the POTS splitter according to the ANSI T1.413 [ANSI T1.413, 1995] will 
bedescribed in APPENDIX 1 , besides the constraint that is already mentioned. 
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4. Designinga POTS splitter 

Based on the specifications in APPENDIX 1 , a new POTS splitter has to be created. 

Because the POTS splitter still has to workeven in the event of an ADSL-modem power failure 
and because of the relatively high currents and DC voltages in telephone lines, passiva filtering 
is chosen. The POTS splitter can be separated in two filters: the POTS filter and the' ADSL filter. 
The POTS filter is a low pass filter, that passes the telephone signal, and the ADSL filter is a 
high pass filter, that passes the ADSL signal. 

In a first attempt to specity a POTS filter, the following design criteria have been defined: 
• ADSL signals in the POTS are at least 80 dB weaker than POTS signals; 

• The total increased delay of the two POTS splitters will be below 200 flS if possible, with 
very little distartion (far below 200 JlS); 

• An insartion loss at 1 kHz of less than 1.0 dB and 

• An attenuation distartion in the POTS-band of less than 1.0 dB compared with the insartion 
loss at 1 kHz. 

ADSL can start anywhere above 20kHz. The more carriers that are lost torsome reason, the 
less data can be transmitted trom the customer's premises to the central office, because the 
maximum frequency carrier tor transmitting data trom the customer's premises to the central 
office is 133.7 kHz (carrier 31 ). Unfortunately to get a high attenuation over a short frequency 
range, a higher order filter is needed and a sharper cut off filter is needed. Both higher order 
filters and a steeper filters exhibit worse group delays through those filters. The higher the cut
off frequency the lower the group delay in the filter. Also a 3dB-point in the filter that is too close 
to the 4000 Hz high end of the POTS band willlead to too large insartion loss andlor attenuation 
distortion. Literature [Williams and Taylor, 1995; Huelsman, 1993; Ghausi, 1985] learns that it 
is impossible to create a filter that has 100 dB attenuation at 20 kHz and still tultil all the above 
mentioned criteria. 

A POTS-filter that sacrifices three carriers is designed. With this splitter ADSL can start at 32 
kHz. To ensure high attenuation over a short frequency range, an elliptic filter is chosen. Elliptic 
filters are the steepest passiva filters possible. A sixth order filter can be chosen and still keep 
the delay of both splitters within 200flS. With the use of norrnalized filters, tabled in Williams 
and Taylor, the filter is designed in such a way that 100 dB attenuation is reached at 32 kHz. A 
cut-off frequency of 11 kHz was chosen to have a lower group delay, lower attenuation distar
tion and more linear phase characteristic. 

The POTS splitter tor the ATU-R and the ATU-C slightly ditter because the POTS side has a 
600 Ohm nominal impedance and the PSTN side has a 900 Ohm nominal impedance. The 
ATU-R filter is therefore designed tor 600 Ohm impedance at both sides of the filter and the 
ATU-C filter is designed tor 900 Ohm impedance at the PSTN side and 600 Ohm impedance at 
the line side, to make the mismatch with the line less severe. 
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For the ADSL-filter at this point only three principal criteria have been defined (more filtering is 
possible later, either in the analogue and/or digital domain of the ADSL modem): 
• Proteet the ADSL part trom the high telephony DC tip-to-ring and ringing voltages; 

• Keep the terminating impedance high enough in the telephony frequency range, because 
without a filter the 100 Ohm terminating impedance of the ADSL-modem would show up at 
much too low frequencies; 

• Keep the attenuation distartion at the lower part of the ADSL frequency range as low as 
possible. 

A second order Butterworth filter, chosen tor a flat attenuation characteristic in the pass band, 
with a cut off frequency of 20kHz fulfils these demands. 

For the ADSL filter asecondorder Butterworth filter with a nominal impedance of 100 Ohm at 
both sides of the filter and a cut off frequency of 20 kHz is taken. A lower cut off frequency leads 
to too much interterenee with the POTS filter, because the nominal impedance tor ADSL is 
much less than the 600 Ohm POTS impedance. This interterenee results in too large insartion 
lossas and attenuation distortion. A cut-off frequency (i.e. 3 dB attenuation point) of 32 kHz 
means that the first tew carriers starting above 32kHz (carrier 8 and higher) are attenuated by 
the ADSL filter. Th is does mean that some of the capacity at the lowest carriers is lost. Th is is 
still preferabie over not using these carriers at all, because the attenuation through the channel 
and the splitters at these frequencies is still less than the attenuation in 90% of the bandwidth 
used tor ADSL. 

In Fig.12 and Fig.13 the POTS splitters as designed tor the ATU-R and the ATU-C are shown. 
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lt should be mentioned that the ADSL filters and the POTS filter influence each other (especially 
in their cut off regions) because of the small bandwidth gap between the two filters. Th is leads 
to some effects that would nat be expected when looking at only one of the filters. 
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5. Simulations to verify the operation of the POTS splitter 

In this paragraph results of simulations made with Pstar [Pstar, 1996] are shown. The idea is to 

get a first impression of the operation of the POTS splitter tor each of the test loops. Of course 
imperfectionsof the components and component tolerances arenottaken into account in these 
simulations, so it should be expected that operation in reality will be worse than it looks in these 
simulations. 

The ten test loops (nullloop excluded) are created with the program Network [Network, 1996] 
(see Natlab report 4874 tor the theory of cable simulation used in this program), which uses the 
attenuation constant and the characteristic impedance to create an Y -matrix depending on fre
quency. This V-matrix is imported into Pstar. Because the experience with simulating cables 
with this Network program tor ISDN are excellent, good rnadelling of the cables using this pro
gram is expected. The nullloop is called cableO, the ten test loops are called cable1 to cable1 0 
respectively. They are defined as listed in TABLE 1 . 

TABLE 1 Cable definitions from ATU-C to ATU-R 

) bridged bridged bridged 
line line tap* line tap line tap 
sort, sort, sort, sort, sort, sort, sort, 

name name according length length length length length length length 
cable ANSI (km) (km) (km) (km) (km) (km) (km) 

cableO nullloop no cable 

cable1 26 AWG 0.5 kft 
26AWG, 
0.1524 

cable2 26 AWG 2.0 kft 
26AWG, 
0.6096 

cable3 26 AWG 5.0 kft 
26AWG, 
1.524 

Committee T1 TR28 
26AWG, 

cable4 CSA 
loop6 

2.7432 

Committee T1 TR28 
24AWG, 

cableS CSA 
loop 7 

3.26136 

Committee T1 TR28 
24AWG 

cable6 CSA 
3.6576 

loopS 

ANSI T1.601 
26 

cable7 
resistance 

AWG, 
designed loops 
loop7 

4.1148 
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TABLE 1 Cable definitions trom ATU-C to A TU-R 

bridged bridged bridged 
line line tap* line tap line tap 
sort, sort, sort, sort, sort, sort, sort, 

name name according length length length length length length length 
cable ANSI (km) (km) (km) (km) (km) (km) (km) 

ANSI T1.601 

cableB 
resistance 26AWG, 26AWG, 26AWG, 26AWG, 26AWG, 26AWG, 
designed loops 0.9144 0.4572 1.8288 0.4572 0.4572 0.4572 
loop9 

ANSI T1.601 

cable9 
resistance 26AWG, 24AWG, 26AWG, 24AWG, 26AWG, 24AWG, 
designed loops 2.7432 0.6096 0.4572 0.1524 0.4572 0.1524 
loop 13 

Committee T1 TR28 
26AWG, 26AWG, 26AWG, 26AWG, 26AWG, 

cable10 CSA 
loop4 

0.16764 0.12192 1.905 0.24384 0.24384 

*a bridged tap is an unused, open-circuit, cablepair connected to a subscriber loop. lt was used 
to make the cable characteristics inside the POTS band better. Unfortunately the cable charac
teristics outside Jhe POTS band are much worse than those trom a cable without bridged taps. 

In the next couple of pages, results of simulations show to what extent the tour design criteria, 
i.e. attenuation of ADSL signals by the POTS filter, insertion loss, attenuation distartion and the 
increased group delay and distortion, have been fulfilled. 

5.1 Attenuation of ADSL signals by the POTS filter 

The attenuation of ADSL signals by the POTS filter is measured by transmitting an ADSL signal 
(sine wave at 32kHz) and a POTS signal (sine wave at 3400Hz) at the ATU-C side and check
ing the ditterenee at the POTS at the home side. The ADSL signal is a sine wave of 32 kHz that 
is 14 dB stronger than the POTS signal, which is a sine wave of 3400 Hz. These frequencies 
are chosen because they represent the worst possible situation, the POTS test signal has the 
most attenuation and the ADSL test signal has the least attenuation in the POTS band. Fig.15 
on page 29 shows that an attenuation of more than 80 dB tor the nullloop, cable1, cable2 and 

cable 6 is reached and thus the criterion of having ADSL signals at least 80 dB weaker than 
POTS signals is satisfied. This means that in tact ADSL signals are more than 94 dB attenuat
ed, because they are about 14 dB stronger than POTs signals. The responses tor the other test 
loops are not shown, because it is known that the frequency response of the filter is hardly al
tered by the different cables. The characteristic impedances of these cables are almast the 
same at 32 kHz and independent of length of the cable [Reeve, 1995, chapter 7]. Simulations 
have been done to verify that the responses are indeed nearly the same tor all test loops. Fig.14 
on page 28 shows the frequency response of the A TU-A POTS filter to ADSL signals, being the 
voltage at the POTS divided by the voltage at the ADSL souree in dB with no cable inserted and 
no POTS signal applied. The A TU-A POTS filter shows 100 dB attenuation at 32kHz, where it 
is designed tor. 
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5.2 lnsertion loss and attenuation distortion 

The insartion loss and attenuation distartion of the splitters tor the ten test loops and the null 
loop are simulated according to Fig.18 . The ADSL impedance used is 100 Ohm, the POTS im
pedance 600 Ohm and the PSTN impedance 900 Ohm. Fig.19 and Fig.20 show the insartion 
loss and attenuation distartion tor the ten test loops and the null loop. 

Fig.19 and Fig.20 show that all ten test loops and the null loop meet the requirement of less 
than 1.0 dB insartion loss at 1 kHz and less than 1.0 dB attenuation distartion referred to the 
insartion loss at 1 kHz. The null loop has the least insartion loss and attenuation distortion, 
which agrees with the tact that the nullloop has the least impedance mismatching. lt is also 
seen that langer loops have more insartion loss. 
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5.3 lncrease in group delay and distartion 

The maximum increase of group envelope delay and envelope delay distortion, compared to 
the delay at 600Hz, for all ten test loops and the nullloop from ATU-R to ATU-C are given in 
TABLE 2. For both measurements, the comparison is madewithno ADSL modems connected 
at all, as shown in Fig.21 . The phase at the POTS/ PSTN with ADSL and the phase at the 
POTS/PSTN without ADSL are measured and they are subtracted. From this the increase in 
envelope delay is calculated as 

Tgd = :l3:oJ 
with a= phase difference POTS/PSTN interface with and without ADSL in degrees and 
f= frequency. 

TABLE2 M . ax1mum mcrease m group e ay an dl d d" t . IS OrtiOn 
Test loop name Maximum increase group delay Distartion 

(I!S) (I!S) 

cableO 
' 

158 12 

cable1 157 12 

cable2 155 12 

cable3 153 17 

cable4 155 24 

cable5 156 28 

cable6 157 29 

cable7 157 28 

cableB 158 30 

cable9 157 29 

cable10 155 24 

(1) 

As can be seen the increase in group delay and the distartion differ only slightly for the eleven 
test cases. The design criterion is easily met, no matter whether the ANSI standard refers to a 
total increase in group delay or to an increase in distortion. 

Simulating the other restrictions is not very useful at this time, because the rest of the ADSL 
transcaiver will influence the results and the noise mode Is needed for noise simulations are not 
implemented yet. 
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Fig.21 lncrease in time delay simulation 

5.4 lnfluence of the resistance in inductors 

POTS 
splitter 
ATU-C 

450 Ohm 

450 Ohm 

100 Ohm 

The largest souree of error in the simulations of the last paragraph is certainly the losses real 
inductors exhibit [Williams and Taylor, 1995]. In this paragraph a first estimation of the quality 
factor needed tor the inductors to tultil the splitter tunetion proper1y, is made. 

The resistance of inductors can be approximated tor low frequencies with: 

(2) 

with a the a-factor of the inductor, given on most datasheets. 

This approximation is used tor the simulations presented in this paragraph. 

In Fig.22 it is shown that tor the insertion loss and attenuation distartion in the worst case, i.e. 
cable 7, a a-factor of at least 30 is needed to meet the criterion of less than 1 dB insertion loss 
at 1 kHz. 

The group delay is not changed by the a-factor, because pure resistance does notintroduce 
phase non-linearities. 
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The frequency response of the ATU-C and ATU-R POTS filter when simulating inductors with 
resistance are shown in Fig.23 and Fig.24 . As can be seen, the resistance of the inductors 
reduces the maximal attenuation, but fortunately, it does not decrease the minimum attenuation 
to less than 94 dB at 32 kHz. For a factors over 20 the frequency responses of the ATU-C and 
ATU-R filters are fine. 

Though it is wise to use inductors withaafactor much larger than necessary, trom these sim
ulations it can beseen that a a factor of more than 30 is enough. However, because some other 
error sourees are not taken into account here, a a factor of at least 35 is recommended . 
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5.5 Conclusions concerning the POTS splitter 

The conclusion is that the tour design criteria mentioned are all well tultilled with the splitters 
shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13 . The simulations will ditter trom reality in component tolerances, 
imperfectionsof components and the tact that it is very unlikely that the rest of the ADSL trans
caiver will show a perfect 1 00 Ohm terminating impedance. The imperfections of inductors hav
ing a resistance as well has been simulated. The si mulation results lead to the recommendation 
of choosing inductors with a Q factor of at least 30, but preferabie more than 35 to guarantee 
correct operation of the splitter. For now, this POTS splitter is a good first estimation on which 
the rest of the analogue modem design can be built. 
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6. POTS splitter test board 

For the testing of the POTS splitter a test board should be built with standard components. 
The calculated values tor the inductors and capacitors are not in the standard component val
ues. So the POTS splitter is simulated again using standard series values. The new POTS split
ter, made of standard components is shown in Fig.25 tor the ATU-R side and in Fig.26 tor the 
ATU-C side. 

The attenuation characteristic is given in Fig.27 tor the ATU-R splitterand in Fig.28 tor the 
ATU-C splitter. The insartion loss and attenuation distartion of the ten test loops are shown in 
Fig.29 and Fig.30 . 

The results show that the POTS splitters tor both the ATU-R and the ATU-C made with standard 
values tor the components still tultil the requirements. 

The testing of the POTS splitters has not been done yet, because it was not possible to order 
inductors that tultilled the requirements as described in the last tew paragraphs. 
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7. Transfarmer for the POTS splitter 

Galvanic separation of the ADSL system trom the line is done with a transformer. This is nec
essary because the power supply of the ADSL modem should nat be coupled to the telecom
munications net own power supply. 

Furthermore a transfarmer is inserted to proteet the ADSL system against the possibly harmful 
camman-mode telephone signals (up to 105 V at DC). On the other hand it ensures that the 
transmitted ADSL signal is inserted as a differential signal into the line, which is important to 
make the cross talk in other lines as small as possible. 

The requirements tor the transfarmer used are simple: the transfarmer must be able to handle 
all camman voltages and currents without saturation. Furthermore the capper resistance of the 
transfarmer has to be very low, because the ADSL system terminating impedance is only 100 
Ohm and a high capper resistance of the transfarmer would influence the operation of the hy
bnd. 
Last but nat least, the whole frequency spectrum trom 20 kHz up to 1.104 MHz should be cov
ered by the transformer. 

There are al ready special transfarmers tor xDSL on the market For example Lucent Technol
ogy, transfarmer ratio 1:1, minimum primary inductance 0.349 mH, maximum primary induct
ance 0.386 mH measured at 10 kHz [Lucent Technology, 1996]. The inductance of the 
transfarmer can, when well chosen, also be used as the inductor in the high pass filter of the 
POTS splitter. This reduces the number of coils by one. 
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8. Analogue Frontend 

The Analogue Frontend of an ADSL-transceiver consists basically of the parts in Fig.31 . 

Fig.31 Analogue part ADSL 

The digital transmitter part dalivers a parallel bitstraam of x bits. These bits are converted into 
an analogue signal in the DIA converterand after filtering they go into the hybrid. The tunetion 
of the hybrid is to separate the transmit and the remote transmit signal, so the much stronger 
transmit signal will not interfere with the remote transmit signal. The hybrid also contains an am
plifier chain that makes the transmit signal ready to be placed on the line. When looking at the 
receiver side the POTS-signal and the ADSL-signal arrive together at the modem. First the 
POTS-signalis separated trom the ADSL-signal. After that the hybrid ensures that only the re
mote transmit signal goes on. The received signal is then filtered and put through the automatic 
gain control which ensures tuil use of the AID converter range without clipping. The AID con
verter converts the analogue received signal into a discrete one and after that the digital part of 
the receiver takes over. In the next chapters the specifications tor an analogue frontend IC tor 
an ADSL modem are developed. This ADSL modem will be basedon FDM and use DMT as 
modulation technique. 
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9. Hybrid 

The hybrid is used to separate the remote transmit signal trom the much stronger transmitted 
signal. ldeally one would like to immediately amplify the weak remote transmit signal. But with 
a weak remote transmit signal, riding on top of a much stronger transmit signal, one would only 
be able to amplify the remote transmit signal very little, because the unwanted transmit signal 
specifies the possible amplification and the noise and distartion in the transmit signal might get 
bigger than the wanted remote transmit signal. Befare the remote transmit signal can be ampli
fied and after that demodulated, the transmit signal has to be attenuated at least down to the 
level of the remote transmit signal any more. Then the remote transmit signal can be amplified 
and filtered further until the transmit signalis weaker than the noise floor of the remote transmit 
signal. Then it will be of no influence in the demodulation any more. 

The hybrid serves two purposes: 
• Separate the transmit signal trom the remote transmit signal to such an extent that the 

transmit signa! is at least not stronger than the remote transmit signa! any more; 

• Accomplish correct line termination so that sufficient echo cancellation in the return path is 
guaranteed. 

The most commonly used hybrid is a form of a Wheatstone bridge. Fig.32 shows the ideal sit
uation in which the hybrid would completely cancel the transmit signa! and the line would be 
perfectly terminated. 

remote physical 
transmit line 
signa! 

LINE 

Voltage divider tor transmit signal 

r-----, Z=oo 

.-------'--------.1.--. 

transmit 
signa! 

L - - - , r----'----, 

+z=o 

Fig.32 ldeal hybrid 
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Because this hybrid is totally linear, the transmit signal path and the remote transmit signal path 
can be foliowed separately. 

Following the remote transmit signal, a virtual ground is seen at the transmit amplifier with zero 
output impedance. Zune should perfectly compensate tor the twisted pair and ZL should perfectly 
terminate the twisted pair. This gives the following formula tor the received signal coming out of 
the remote transmit signal: 

V received 1 = k x 0.5 x Vremote -transmit- OxV remote-transmit 
' 

(3) 

with k depending on the ratio of A and Zune and the sign of k depending on positive or negative 
feedback by the resistor A. 

The second part of the received signal comes trom the transmit signal that divides itself over ZL 
and the cable at one side (seeing a virtual grounding at the first amplifier at the other modem) 
and over the first x*ZL and the second x*Zune at the other si de. lf x*ZL and x*Zune perfectly match 
the dividing made by the twisted pair and ZL, at both the + and the - input of amplifier A 
0.5*Vtransmlt is seen. This would lead to the next formula tor the part of the received signal that 
comes trom the transmit signal: 

V received 2 = 0.5 x Vtransmit- 0.5 x Vtransmit = 0 
' 

(4) 

So the total equation tor the received signal would be: 

V received = k x 0.5 x V remote- tran smit (5) 

Because the hybrid will not work perfectly and some of Vtransmit will be amplified with factor k 
as well, k is chosen to be 1 . 

Of course in reality the amplifiers are not ideal, but with good amplifiers and extra resistors at 
the input tor Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR) optimization the circuit can still be almost 
perfect. The problem is that the line cannot be matched perfectly, but has to be matched as 
good as possible with as little componentsas possible. In practice the hybrid will only attenuate 
the transmit signal, rather than cancel it completely. 

The Zune used tor the A TU-A has to be matched to the line as well as possible at 1 00 kHz and 
lower, because the transmit signal uses the carriers up to 23 (99.2 kHz). The remote transmit 
signal starts at 129.4 kHz, i.e. carrier 30. So 6 carriers are sacrificed to make room tor filtering. 
At the ATU-C the Zune has to be matched to the line at 130kHz and higher. Because filtering 
will ease the work of the hybrid, the best match should be around 1 00 kHz tor the hybrid of the 
A TU-A and around 130kHz forthe ATU-C. First the hybrid of the A TU-A will be designed.Later 
on it will be shown that the same hybrid can be used tor the ATU-C,only with different tuning. 
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To find a reasanabie matching impedance, called Zune• a closer look at the line is taken. Twisted 
pairs can be described with the primary constants. The primary constants represent electrical 
characteristics. These are: series inductance Umeter, shunt capacitance C/meter; shunt con
ductance Gimeter and series resistance Almeter modelled as can beseen in Fig.33. To model 
a real transmission line dx -> 0. The model is good when dx is much smaller than the wave 
length of the highest frequency component in the signal. The conductance G can be neglected 
at the frequency range of interest tor this hybrid. Simulations show that the number of circuits 
necessary to model the line accurate by changes with the line lengthand the signal frequency, 
but it is high in generaL Still, one transmission line equivalent circuit will be used tor making a 
matching line impedance. 

For homogeneaus lines used in ADSL, it can be proven that at this frequency range tor short 
lines the terminating impedance at the remote ATU is seen in the line. For langer lines the char
acteristic impedance of the cable gets more and more important, making the terminating imped
ance at the remote end of the line al most invisible in the ATU of interest. At this frequency range 
the resistance and the inductance of the cable are most important. 

dx 

Fig.33 Transmission line equivalent circuit with primary constants 

The definition of a bridged tap according to Reeve [1992, page 190] is: 
"A bridged tap is any portion of the loop that is not in the path between the central office and the 
subscribar's terminal equipment. lt may be an unused cablepair connected at an intermediate 
point or an extension of the circuit beyond the subscribar's location." 

The bridged tap is open circuited and appears as added capacitance. Th is is seen as a frequen
cy-dependent additionalloss, called reflection loss, in the loop. The exact value of the reflection 
loss depends on the length and gauge of the bridged tap. [Reeve, 1992] Bridged taps change 
the normal transmission line characteristics substantially, so they should betaken into account. 
A bridged tap in a transmission line can be modelled (first approximation) as shown in Fig.34 . 
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Fig.34 Bridged tap equivalent circuit in first approximation 

The hybrid, and if necessary some additional filtering (as little as possible), have to attenuate 
the transmit signal at least sa much that it is nat stronger than the remote transmit signal. For 

test cable 7, the attenuation at 100 kHz of the remote transmit signal is as high as 50 dB! 

Because different cables have different primary constants and parameters of different lines (see 
Reeve, 1995 for tables of cable characteristics), especially of lines with bridged taps, can vary 

considerably sa an adaptive hybrid is the only option. 
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10. Different hybrid implementations 

The hybrid is an important design parameter. A better hybrid at higher costs can lead to the use 
of more simple filters and converters. For this reason, three different hybrid implementations are 
simulated and the results are compared. 

1 0.1 Hybrid 1 

All three implementations of the hybrid are in principle the same hybrid as in Fig.32, only tor 
the three elements that match the line in this tigure different circuits, are taken. In the first im
plementation tor Znne the ADSL-filter of the POTS-splitterand a cascade of two transmission 
line equivalent circuits are taken as described in Fig.33. This implementation of Znne is seen in 
Fig.35, with G infinitely high. For loops with bridged taps a Znne is adopted with R=O and G ad
justable. In this way Znne compensates tor the capacitive lossof the bridged tap(s). Loop 8,9 
and 1 0 of the test loops contain bridged taps as can be seen in T ABLE 1 . For ZL the same 
implementation as tor Znne is taken. This implementation leadstoa circuit as presented Fig.36 
in outline. In Fig.37 the circuit as used tor simulations is shown. In this case the ATU-C is rep
resented by only 1 00 Ohm terminating impedance, the PSTN is represented by 900 Ohm ter-, 
minating impedance and the POTS by 600 Ohm terminating impedance. In the frequency range 
of interest, 90-1 00 kHz, the POTS filter of the POTS-splitter as well as the terminating imped
ances of the PSTN and the POTS are not important any more. 

25nF 

35.5nF RR R 100uH 

330uH 
0 

Fig.35 Zline in hybrid 1 and 2 

Changing attenuation and phase shift by adjusting three circuit components, namely resistors 
R respectively. G, RR and inductor L, are mathematically ambiguous. Therefore arelation be
tween the values of the two resistors and the way of matching has to be unambiguous. In this 
case first the resistors were matehad and then the inductor. In this way just one uniqua solution 
out of an infinite number of solutions is created. 
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In simulations it can be seen that this hybrid works tor all the test loops. Unfortunately it is ter
ribly complex. All three Znne's have to be adjusted at the sametime in the same way. lt is pos
sibie to do this with switches, but this would be very expensive and unsuitable tor an on-chip 
solution. There also has to be thought of a protocol to automatically adjust the hybrid. lt should 
be kept in mind though that the hybrid has to be adjusted occasionally, namely only tor: 
• First use; 

• When the conneetion of the user changes, i.e. new cables in the ground or the owner of the 
modem moves toanother place. Soit is nota problem if the adaptation of the hybrid would 
be time consuming. 
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Fig.37 Simulation circuit hybrid 1 
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1 0.2 Hybrid 2 

The biggest problem of the first hybrid is that it is totally impractical. Soa second implementa
tion is made, with the same Zune• but ZL is replaced by a resistor of 100 Ohm, as can be seen 
globally in Fig.38 . The sim u lation circuit is shown in Fig.39 . The first ZL after the line is acting 
as the terminating impedance and should therefore be 100 Ohm, since this is the nomina! ter
minating impedance of ADSL according to the ANSI specifications. The second resistor and 
Zune can be scaled. This is useful because inductors and resistors are much easier to tune, or 
much more accurate, in certain value ranges. 

The matching is still done with the same three components as in the first hybrid. There are two 
resistors tor the matching, R (tor cables with no bridged taps) or G (tor cables with bridged taps 
and RR and one inductor, L. The results are listed in the following table. The first column states 
the minimum attenuation by the hybrid in the frequency range of 90-1 00 kHz. The second col
umn says how much the remote transmit signal is attenuated by the cable at 1 00 kHz, with 3 
dB added tor a possibly with lower power transmitted signal, the third column says how much 
extra filtering is still needed after the hybrid. Th is should be less than 25 dB to achieve this fil
tering without problems. The last tour columns state the value of the variabie elements. 
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TABLE 3 Simulation results of hybrid 2, variabie resistors and inductor 
attenuation minimal 
remote attenuation value value value 

test loop transmit transmit amount of of of value of of 
signal at 1 00 signal attenuation series series inductor parallel 
kHz through through extra resistor resistor 1 (L) resistor 

hybrid filtering 1 (R) 2 (RR) (G) 
90-100 kHz needed 

[dB] [dB] [dB] [Ohm] [Ohm] [l.t H] [Ohm] 

cable 0 
cable 1 11 38 -
cable 2 16 50 - 170 90 40 -
cable 3 25 43 - 120 90 50 -
cable 4 38 42 - 160 100 50 -
cable 5 33 41 - 100 80 70 -
cable 6 35 41 - 100 80 70 -
cable 7 50 42 8 120 90 50 -
Gable 8 59 34 (40) 25 70 - 35 130 
cable 8, 
the other 59 40 19 130 110 120 -way 
around 

cable 9 54 30 (40) 24 50 - 140 310 
cable 9, 
the other 54 43 11 90 110 100 -way 
around 

cable 10 37 27 (36) 10 30 - 80 350 
cable 10, 
the other 37 38 160 90 80 - -way 
around 

The second hybrid is almast as good as the first one for homogeneaus loops, but a bit worse 
for loop 8,9 and 10, the loops that contain bridged taps. The number between brackets in the 
second column is the minimal attenuation by hybrid 1. This implementation is still capable of 
doing the necessary attenuation, though echo cancellation will be a bit worse, because the ter
minating impedance is less perfect. Th ree times less switches are necessary, but as an on-chip 
solution, it is still highly impractical. Th is could be changed however by making Znne active. Fur
ther research is necessary to do this. 
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100 Ohm 

Fig.39 Simulation circuit hybrid 2 

1 0.3 Hybrid 3 

. :IJ 
:D 

1 MOhm 

Hybrid 3 is the most easy version of the hybrid and it is shown in outline in Fig.40 and the sim
u lation circuit in Fig.41 . lt contains only a variabie resistor to match the line. This hybrid will 
work almast as good as hybrid 2 on long homogeneaus loops, because the cable resistance is 
the most important in these loops and this resistance can be matched well. Hybrid 3 will not 
work very good for short loops, as the resistance of the line is not the greatest influence of the 
line impedance in these loops and the influence of the line terminatien and line induction is get
ting larger. This does not have to be a problem, because the attenuation by short loops of the 
remote transmit signalis much less, so the hybrid doesnothave to attenuate as much as on 
long loops. The hybrid will also not work very well on loops containing bridged taps and this is 
a more serious problem, because just a series resistor simply cannot compensate for the ca
pacitive loss seen in these loops. Especially when the bridged tap is seen very clearly from the 
ATU, for example because it is connected immediately at the beginning of the cable, the hybrid 
is working poor1y. TABLE 4 shows the results. This hybrid and some filtering will not be good 
enough for test loop 8 and 9 nor for all practical loops with many bridged taps or bridged taps 
close to the ATU. On the other hand, this hybrid is very easy to implement, a simple variabie 
resistor could be used for the adjustment or automatic on-chip-adjustment could be made. Be
cause only one component is tuned there is no ambiguity and the tuning protocol is very simple: 
try all values and keepthebest one. When this hybrid is used, loops with bridged taps should 
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give up carriers around 100 kHz and around 130 kHz to guarantee proper working of the ADSL 

modem. 
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Fig.40 Outline of hybrid 3 

TABLE 4 s· I t' lt f h b 'd 3 d' t bi 1mu a 1on resu s o 1y1 n , a JUS a . t e res1s or 
attenuation minimal 
remote attenuation 

test loop transmit transmit amount of 
signal at 1 00 signal attenuation 
kHz through through extra 

hybrid filtering 
90-100 kHz needed 

[dB] [dB] [dB] 

cable 0 42 -
cable 1 11 23 -
cable2 16 28 -
cable 3 25 39 -
cable4 38 41 -
cable 5 33 40 -
cable 6 35 41 -
cable 7 50 41 9 

cable 8 59 18 41 

cable 8, 
the other 

59 
way 

36 23 

around 

cable 9 54 15 39 

Z=oo ... 

ca< 
en~» _,:::J. 
Ulll) -cr 0-..,CD 

value 
of 
resistor 

[Ohm] 

100 

140 

160 

160 

160 

150 

150 

160 

70 

140 

120 

compared 
to hybrid 2 

[dB] 

-15 

-22 

-4 

-1 

-1 

-1 

-1 

-13 

-4 

-15 
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TABLE 4 s· I f lt f h b "d 3 d" t bi 1mu a 1on resu s o 1y1 n , a IJUS a . t e res1s or 
attenuation minimal 
remote attenuation value 

test loop transmit transmit amount of of compared 
signal at 1 00 signal attenuation resistor to hybrid 2 
kHz through through extra 

hybrid filtering 
90-100 kHz needed 

[dB] [dB] [dB] [Ohm] [dB] 

cable 9, 
the other 
way 

54 41 13 160 -2 

around 
cable 10 37 21 16 110 -6 
cable 10, 
the other 37 29 8 120 -8 way 
around 

100 Ohm 

R 1 MOhm 

Fig.41 Simulation circuit of hybrid 3 

10.4 Conclusions concerning the hybrid 

lf no cables with bridged taps are going to be used for the ADSL then hybrid 3 should be imple
mented. Th is is the hybrid most easy to implement, with only one adjustable resistor. 
lf the hybrid has to satisfy requirements for cables with bridged taps, hybrid 2 should be imple
mented. lt is almost impossible to use on-chip adjustment if a variabie resistor is used. Sealing 
of the componentsas wellas an implementation with active components should make this hy
brid easier to implament on an IC. There still has to be thought about a good protocol to adjust 
the hybrid in the right way, making mathematica! ambiguity impossible. This implementation will 
always be more expensive than an implementation that only has toserve homogeneaus cables. 
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In bath cases good amplifiers with a very low output resistance have to be used, because the 
terminating impedance is only 1 00 Ohm. A high amplification over a wide bandwidth is neces
sary tor a good working of the hybrid as well. 

For now, the receive path filtering is developed with hybrid 3. The test cable will be without 
bridged taps. 

10.5 Hybrid for test purposes 

Fig.42 shows the hybrid used on the Test board. 

On the test boards built tor verifying the specificatien a non-adaptive hybrid with CMRR optimi
zation is used [Coughlin, 1989; Dostal, 1993]. The resistance used tor Znne can be replaced by 
any impedance better matching the line, so the hybrid can be fully tested. 

The grey blockin Fig.42 farms togetherwith the cable (nat shown in this figure) the Wheatstone 
bridge that fulfils the separation of transmit and remote transmit signal. The differential opera
tional amplifier has a Vreceived that is only depending on the differential inputsignaland the ratio 
between R7 and R6. As a formula: 

R7 
Vreceived = R6 (Vl- V2) (6) 

The R7/R6 ratio is one in this case. For very short cables a higher R7/R6 ratio might overdrive 
the input signal tor the ND converter, while the Automatic Gain Control can amplify the received 
signal, but cannot attenuate the received signal. 

CMRR is defined as: 

(7) 

Usually differential amplifiers have a large differential gain AoiFF and a small camman-mode 
gain AcM· For an ideal differential amplifier AcM is zero. But in practica it is nat, because it is 
very hard to manufacture operational amplifiers with symmetrical input stages. The second er
ror souree is the tact that the resistors reprasenting the voltage dividing ratio will slightly mis
match as well. Inthetest board design the CMRR is improved by making resistors R6 and R7 
as high as possible without losing the bandwidth of interest. Further optimization can be done 
by tuning one of the resistors manually to make the CMRR as high as possible (see Fig.42 ). 
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11. Receive path filtering 

After the hybrid in both the ATU-R and the ATU-C further filtering has to take place. 

The filtering can be split into two parts. The first part is additional filtering that has to be done to 
make the local transmit signalas strong as the remote transmit signalas the hybrid is not able 
to do this in all cases. The extra filtering needed tor this has a maximum of 16 dB as found in 
TABLE 4. Th is filtering always has to be done in an analogue manner. lf not, most of the remote 
transmit signal accuracy will be lost in the AID converter, because the AGC will work mostly on 
the local transmit signal instead of the remote transmit signal. Th is makes that the remote trans
mit signalloses accuracy in the AID converter, because the most significant bits are used tor 
the local transmit signal and not tor the remote transmit signal. 

The second part of the filteringneededis to reduce the local transmit signalat least to the noise 
level of the remote transmit signal, which cannot be better than the noise level of the AID con
verter being 74 dB theoretically tor a 12 bit AID converter. This part of filtering the local transmit 
signal can be done either in an analogue manner or in a digital manner or a combination of the 
two. This is practical, because more than 16 dB filtering is easily done in an analogue manner 
without a high-order filter and some analogue filtering is necessary anyway. 

lf the second part of the filtering is done digitally, some of the accuracy of the AID converter is 
given up because of the local transmit signal. In the case that the second part of the filtering is 
done completely in a digital way, the local transmit signalis as strong as the remote transmit 
signal. This means that a maximum of one bit of accuracy of the AID converter is given up. The 
local transmit signal will only be as strong as the remote transmit signal in the worst case, so 
the worst S/N in the loop, and will be much weaker tor homogeneaus cables that are not too 
long. Th is means that the maximum one bit accuracy lossin the AID converter will only appear 
tor channels that al ready had low QAM constellations because the S/N ratio is not so good. Th is 
DMT signal would not need the whole AID converter accuracy anyway, as the AID converter 
accuracy is basedon the best possible loop (highest S/N on the loop and so the largest QAM 
bit constellations possible used in the first tew carriers). So with the whole second part of the 
filtering done in a digital manner, in praetics only a small part of one bit accuracy in the AID con
verter is given up. 

The total suppression of the local transmit signal always has to be 7 4 dB + 16 dB = 90 dB. Th ere 
are various possibilities to tultil this selectivity requirement: 
• An analogue 16th order Chebyshev filter with 1.5 dB pass band ripple can be used to 

exceed 90 dB attenuation in the band trom 1 00 kHz to 130 kHz. This option requires 
frequency tuning and very strict component tolerances (very high Q-factor). 

• 20 dB of analogue filtering is done with a simple integrated filter of low-order. An analogue 
filter with the wanted specification is easily designed tor 20 dB attenuation, and in this way 
even on the worst loops, less than half a bit of accuracy in the AID converter is given up. 
The remainder is done digitally after the AID converter. Special techniques in the digital 
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domain are needed here as well, because 70 dB attenuation in a simple straightforward 
FIR-filter requires as many as 150 taps in that filter. This is because of the narrow band in 
which the filtering has to be accomplished compared to the 2.2 MHz clock frequency. 

• 20 dB of analogue filtering is done with a simple integrated filter of low-order. The remainder 
is done with echo cancellation in a narrow frequency band, i.e. about 90 kHz- 150 kHz. Th is 
would require an adaptive filter. 

• Switched capacitor filters will be used for the whole of the 90 dB. 

These four filter techniques will be discussed in the next paragraphs. 

11.1 Analogue 16th order Chebyshev filter with 1.5 dB pass band ripple 

This is the most straightforward one. To implament this on an IC, special techniques, like Gm
C filtering, should be considered, to make frequency tuning possible and overcoma the compo
nent toleranee problem. 

The major disadvantage of this implementation is the enormous chip area needed for this solu
tion, which cannot easily be shrunk. In addition 30 mm2 of chip are in 0.7J.Lm CMOS is needed 
for filtering. This value is derived from information about the first analogue frontend chip of Al
catel, that does all receive and transmit filtering in an analogue manner [Chang, 1995]. 

11.2 Digital filter after 20 dB analogue filtering 

20 dB of analogue filtering is needed to make the local transmit signal at most half as strong as 
the attenuated remote transmit signal. For good cables the remote transmit signal will be much 
stronger and effectively more bits of the ND converter are used for the remote transmit signal. 
Th is option takes into account that less data will be transmitted on a twisted pair with a bad fre
quency response or with a lot of noise. 

Simulations by Rutger Suermondt (SLE) have shown that the digital filtering for the ATU-R will 
cost around 54 non-zero coefficients and 172 delay elements when using a three parts casead
ad I Fl R filter. The frequency response of the analogue filter is nottaken into account for the dig
ital filter. lt is almost certain that a more optimal design of the necessary digital filter will reduce 
these requirements. When implemented in a chip, this filter should be optimized carefully. 
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11.3 Echo cancellation in a narrow frequency band after 20 dB analogue 
filtering 

The analogue filtering is the same as with the option described in 12.2. Requirements tor the 
adaptive filtering are not considered, but it is known that tor example Alcatel uses echo cancel
lation in a narrow frequency band in their second generation of ADSL chips. 

This option should be considered, especially because the universa! trend is a system with full 
echo cancellation, as it allows more flexibility in the choice of data rates and it allows higher data 
rates. 

11.4 Switched capacitor filters 

The main disadvantage of switched capacitor filters is that it is ditticuit to make economically 
profitable filters with this technique. Other disadvantages are that switched capacitor filters are 
harder to shrink than digital filters and the testing of the filter is much harder [Ghausi and Laker, 
1981 ]. lf digital techniques cannot be optimized sufficiently, application of switched capacitor 
filters could be considered. ' 

11.5 Conclusions concerning receive path filtering 

For now, the conclusion is that either digital filtering or echo cancellation is probably the best 
salution considering performance, casts of design, chip area and testing possibilities. So only 
20 dB attenuation in the 100 kHz to 130 kHz band has to be done in an analogue way. 

For testing purposes the receive filters have to be built with discrete components. Of course 
when an analogue frontend chip is designed, these filters will be designed again with the same 
specifications, but with the use of analogue integrated techniques. 

Hereaftar the analogue active filters that deliver 20 dB attenuation over a 1 00 kHz to 130 kHz 
bandwidth tor bath the ATU-C and the ATU-R are designed. The rest of the receive filter is not 
designed tor now, because it is in the digital domain. Active filters are chosen because they 
have no insartion loss problems, no impedance matching problems and no bulky coils are re
quired. 
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11.6 Active analogue receive filter ATU-C for test purposes 

The active analogue filters used on the test board tor the ATU-C are a thi rd-order high-pass But
terworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 20.4 kHz and a fifth-order low-pass Chebyshev filter 
with a cut-off frequency of 1 04 kHz. 

The low-pass Chebyshev filters tultil the 20 dB attenuation between 100 and 130 kHz require
ment. The high-pass filtering is to make sure that extemal noise introduced in the low-frequency 
region is suppressed [Williams, 1995]. This filtering might nat be necessary on a chip, but on a 
test board it is. Noise is easily introduced after the POTS-splitter by ElectroMagnetic Interter
enee by other systems. In Fig.43 the active filters tor the test board are drawn. 
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Flg.43 Active receive path filter ATU-C fortest board 
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11.7 Active analogue receive filter ATU-R for test purposes 

The 20 dB attenuation between 130 kHz and 1 00 kHz is realized with a fifth-order high-pass 
Chebyshev filter with a 0.5 dB ripple and a cut-off frequency of 125 kHz [Williams, 1995]. Be
cause the telephone cable attenuates strongly above 1 MHz no I ow-pass filtering is used to filter 
frequencies above 1.1 MHz. Th is might be necessary in practice, although the first components 
caused by distartion are expected above 2 MHz. At this frequency, a homogeneaus twisted pair 
attenuates more than the 70 dB, which is the noise level of the AID converter. 
Fig.44 shows the active filter tor the test board. 

IN OUT 

Fig.44 Active receive path filter ATU-R for test board 
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12. Transmit path filtering 

Transmil path filtering is necessary to makesure that the signalis transmitted with the transmit
ter Power Speetral Density (PSD) mask as described in the ANSI specifications [ANSI T1. 413-
1995]. Fig.45 and Fig.46 show the required transmitter PSD masks tor the ATU-C and the 
ATU-R respectively. 

PSO 
dBrn'li.!: 

.24 dB 

3.4 :KI 1104 ~06 

Lower Downsueam pass bafld 
&.tap-band 

Fig.45 ATU-C Transmitter PSD mask 

50dB 

1,040 kHz 

To realise the required transmitter power speetral density mask with non-complex analogue fil
tering, the IFFT can be performed with 1024 points forthe ATU-C side and at 1024/8 points at 
the ATU-R side. Another option is toperfarm the IFFT at 2.208 MHz or 2.208/8 MHz and inter
polate afterwards to obtain twice the sampling frequency without the frequency components 
trom fs/2 to fs. This extra complexity in the digital part of the ADSL modem is preterred over 
extra complexity in the analogue part of the modem, because the digital part wiJl be easier to 
shrink and test when integrated in a chip. 
Of course the DIA converter has to have a clock frequency of 4.416 MHz or 4.416/8 MHz as 
well. In practica this is no problem. 

The test board design tor these filters is made with discrete components, because the ATU-C 
frequency attenuation above 1 MHz might cause problems when active filtering is used. The 
gain-bandwidth product of the amplifiers used, might not be large enough tor high frequencies. 
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At the ATU-C side a fourth order low pass Chebyshev filter with a 0.25 dB ripple and a cut off 
frequency of 1.26 MHz fulfils the requirements of the transmitter PSD mask of the ATU-C. 
At the ATU-R side a fifth-order low-pass Chebyshev filter with a 0.25 dB ripple and a cut-off fre
quency of 115 kHz fulfils the requirements of the transmitter PSD mask tor the ATU-R . 

approJC 
S.4 :KI 

Lower U ~1r~am pa.ss band 
s1op-band 
{POTS' 

·' 

.24dB 

138 181 

U p~er st~-ba.nd 

Fig.46 ATU-R Transmitter PSD mask 

4tdB 

kH;z: 

There is no additional high-pass filtering performed to attenuate frequency components in the 
POTS band. Th is is not done, because the signallevel in this band will be sufficiently low when 
a good IFFT is applied. Fig.47 and Fig.48 show the filters designed tor the test boards. 
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Fig.47 Transmit path filtering for ATU-C test board 
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Fig.48 Transmit path filtering for ATU-R test board 
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13. AID converter and Automatic Gain Control 

13.1 Quantization error 

The number of bits of the AID converterand D/ A converter are very important design criteria tor 
the ADSL modem. This is because converting the signa! trom analogue-to-digital and vice versa 
leads to quantization errors. Because these quantization errors have a random amplitude dis
tribution and in this way a random frequency spectrum, the quantization error has a noise-like 
behaviour. The quantization step q8 is equal to one Least Significant Bit, LSB, of the converter. 
The LSB of the converter is defined in relation with the Full Scale, FS of the converter and the 
Number of bits, n, of the converter. 

FS 
LSB =- = q 

2" s 
(8) 

The mean square error voltage due to quantization, eqns• is: 

(9) 

The RMS value of a sine wave with a peak-to-peak value of FS can be calculated as follows: 

n 
q$2 

A =-
rms 2./2 (10) 

The quantization error is, because of its noise-like behaviour, directly coupled to the S/N ratio 
of the converter by equation (1 0) divided by the square root of equation (9) tor a sine wave 
input signa!. 

(11) 

or: 

s N = n x 6.02 + 1.76 dB (12) 

8/N, Signal-to-Noise ratio, is defined as the ratio of rms value of the measured input signa! to 
the rms sum of all other speetral components below the Nyquist frequency, excluding the first 
six harmonies and de. The ratio that in etudes the first six harmonies but still excludes de is called 
SINAD: the Signal-to-Noise and Distartion ratio. [Analog Devices, 1996/1]. Measurements learn 
that the SINAD and the S/N of AID converters are practically the same. With this formula (12) 
in mind, the SINAD of a sine wave can be expressed in termsof number of bits. Using the for
mula 
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ENOB = (SIN~~2 1.76) (13) 

it is possible to get a measure of performanceexpressedas ENOB, the effective number of bits. 
Thus, effective number of bits tor a device tor sine wave inputs at a given input frequency can 
be calculated directly trom its measured SINAD. [Analog Devices, 1996]. Because DMT signals 
consist of harmonie sine waves, this formula will apply to great extent. 

See [V.d. Plassche, 1994] tor a detailed derivation of all parameters important tor converters. 

The quantization process in the converters introduces an irreversible error. Because this error 
cannot be foreseen and this error is not linear nor time invariant, it cannot be corrected at the 
digital receiver part of the modem. Simulations (see further 15. on page 80) show that ENOB, 
and with that the SINAD, of the converter is directly related to the data rates possible with the 
modem. In Fig.49 this result is shown tor a random DMT symbol without clipping (clipping is 
explained in paragraph 13.2 on page 77). The result can ditter a bit tor other DMT symbols, de
pending on the peak-to-average ratio of the signal. For a certain maximum number of bits per 
QAM a minimum number of bits for the converter is necessary. On top of that, for the number 
of carriers used (so the number of different sine waves stuck upon each other), a certain extra 
number of bits in the converter is necessary. The extra number of bits tor extra carriers is rela'
tively small compared to the extra number of bits needed to use a higher number of bits per 
QAM constellation. This makes DMT a very efficient modulation technique in terms of ENOB 
tor the AID converter used. 
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Fig.49 Number of bits/carrier against ENOB AID converter 

lt can be calculated that 8 bit QAM on channels 32-255, which are available in our system, de
livers 7.2 Mbit/sec (overhead excluded) tor the downstraam channel. For 7 or 8 bit QAM con
stellations per carrier an 11 bit converter is needed. With the design assumption that a part of 
one bit is oftered tor the unwanted transmit signal in the receive path, 12 bits are necessary to 
be able to send the highest data rate over the ADSL modem without clipping. A 12 bit AID con
verter is chosen, but this converter will effectively only have approximately 11.5 bits. Of course 
in reality the number of bits per carrier varies, but simulations show that the ENOB of the con
verter tor only the wanted remote transmit signal stilllies around a minimum of 11 bits. lt should 
be clear that choosing a 12 bit AID converter directly influences the whole design of the Ana
logue Frontend. lt defines tor a major part the attenuation necessary in the filters and the steep
ness of the filters necessary to provide the available number of carriers wanted. lt also specifies 
the necessary S/N of the amplifiers, if the amplifiers are not allowed to be the waakest part of 
the chain. Because the amplifiers are relatively easily to design compared to the AID converter, 
the AID converter is supposed to be the waakest part in the analogue Frontend chain. 
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13.2 Clipping of the AID and DIA converter 

Clipping happens when the input signal of the ND or Dl A converter is larger than the FS of that 
converter. Fig.50 gives an example of clipping. 

3 bit 

Full scale 
AID converter 

Fig.50 Clipping of an AID converter 

When the signalis clipped by either the DIA converter or the ND converterit is impossible to 
restore the damage. The effect is also not evened out by taking an FFT. The amplitude distar
tion in the time domain will naturally lead to amplitude distartion in the frequency domain. So 
amplitude distartion in the constellation diagram will be seen. This amplitude distartion will first 
unrecoverably damage the data sent in the channels with the highest number of bits. With a 
higher number of bits, the error allowed is smaller ('d' is smaller). So clipping deletes capacity 
on the channels with the highest SIN ratio. Th is is clearly unwanted. (For more information see 
Gross, 1994). The ANSI specification therefore demands a clipping probability of the DIA con
verter of less than 10·7. This specification should not be tultilled much more stringent than re
quired, because tor most signals accuracy will be lost if the Full Scale of the converter is set to 
a very rare DMT symbol with an extremely large peak-to-average ratio. The ND converter can 
be installed in such a way that it does not clip at all tor ADSL signals, because the FS of the Dl 
A converter sets the maximum range of the ADSL signal. 

13.3 Automatic Gain Control 

The Automatic Gain Control (AGC) has to amplify the received signal in such a way that the FS 
of the ND converter is exactly the maximum peak-to-peak value of the ADSL signal. With an 
adaptation system in the digital domain the AGC has to be installed correctly at the beginning 
of a connection. The instanation of the AGC depends on the signallevel reprasenting the FS of 
the Dl A converter and the average attenuation of the twisted pair used. More knowledge of the 
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ADSL time signal is needed tor this, so the AGC can be installed with only the start-up signals 
of the ADSL protocol at the beginning of a connection. 

Fortheten test loops (see TABLE 1 on page 26), the attenuation of the remote transmit signal 
varies trom an average value of -6 dB to -65 dB. So an AGC that is able to amplify in a range 
of over 60 dB would be necessary. lt is possible to make this range a bit less, keeping in mind 
that on the worst twisted pairs, i.e. long cables or cables with bridged taps, low data rates will 
be sent, so giving up the Most Significant Bit (MSB) of the converter might not be such a big 
problem. But, as mentioned, the filtering is also designeet to give up one bit of the converter on 
bad twisted pair. Giving up another bit in the AGC leaves only 9.5 bits effectively tor the AID 
converter! In that case only 2.5 Mbit/sec can be transported at the sametime at most. lf a spec
ificatien of 60 dB variatien tor the AGC is easily met in an IC this should be done. When this 
specificatien is hard to meet, it could be lowered by 6 dB, or even worse by 12 dB, but at the 
cast of lower possible data rates on the modem. When an AGC of 60 dB would be used, it must 
be tuned in steps of at most 3 dB, which equals to 0.5 bit on the AID converter. Because it will 
be tuned in binary steps, controlled by the digital domain, 32 steps would be appropriate. This 
means a 5 bit DIA converter is needed to control the AGC. 

13.4 AID Converter and AGC for test purposes 

The AID converter used tor the test board is a 12 bit AID converter manufactured by Analog 
Devices [Analog Devices, 1996/1 ]. The principle of this converter is shown in Fig.51 . As can 
be seen, the converter consists of three cascades, sa it is nat of a full scale type. This will prob
ably leadtosome diversion between the test results and the si mulation results. 
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Fig.51 Principle of AIO converter used in test board 

The AGC used tor the test board is trom National Semiconductor, type CLC 522 [National Sem
iconductor, 1996]. lt is used in such a way that a range of 28 dB in amplification is realized. For 
test purposes this is enough, because the non-adaptive hybrid already limits the length of the 
twisted pair that can be used. 
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14. Dl A converter 

14.1 D/ A converter 

The D/A converter has to convert the DMT time signal trom a digital signal into an analogue 
signal tor transmission over a twisted pair. Because the quantization error introduced by the D/ 
A quantization error is random, it cannot be restored by the time equalisation in the digital do
main. In other words, the error introduced by the DIA converter is an error that will directly in
troduce an error in the reeavered souree data. When the DIA converter is chosen to have more 
bits than the AID converter, the AID converter will be the weakest part in the chain and no un
necessary unrecoverably errors are introducedat the transmit side. Because DIA converters 
are easier and cheaper to design than AID converters, this can be done. The DIA converter is 
chosen to be 14 bit. This means that the S/N is 85 dB. A DIA converter of more bits might get 
limited by the linearity of the operational amplifiers used, but more likely the S/N on the twisted 
pair will definitely not be good enough to justify such investment. Furtherrnore it is assumed that 
the ADSL signa! will always lose at least 12 dB in the S/N even on the best twisted pair. 

14.2 DIA converter fortest purposes 

The D/ A converter used on the test board is a 16 bit D/ A converter of Analog Devices, type AD 
768 [Analog Devices, 1996/2]. The block diagram of this converter is shown in Fig.52 . This D/ 
A converterexhibits almast ideal behaviourforthe 14 bits D/A necessary. There is some extra 
room left though, which can be used to leam more about non-linear distartion effects (tor exam
ple the quantization error) introduced by the DIA converterand the limiting factors on the ADSL 
signal in practica. 
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(IISB) ......----ui..----.....L-J--------. 
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CURRENT SOUACES 
AND SWITCHES 

CLOCK NC REFCOII REFOUT IREFIN NA 

Fig.52 Principle of D/A converter used in test board 
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15. Testing of the AID converter 

15.1 Test parameters describing the behaviour of AID converters 

The 12 bit AID converter used in the AF must fulfil stringent criteria. A design of this AID con
verter especially made forthe analogue frontend chip is necessary. In testing of AID converters 
tour parameters are always used: DNL,INL, ENOB and S/N. Hereaftar the DNL and INL will be 
defined, the ENOB and S/N are al ready defined in chapter 13. 

INL- lntegral nonlinearity: 
INL refers to the deviation of each individual code trom a straight line drawn trom the negative 
full scale to the positlve full scale. The point used as negative full scale occurs 1/2 LSB befare 
the first code transition. The deviation is measured trom the middle of each particular code to 
the true straight line. [Analog Devices, 1996/1] 

DNL- Differentlal nonlinearity: 
Anideal converter exhibits code transitlans that are exactly 1 LSB apart. DNL is the deviation 
trom this ideal value. A converter with no missing codes is used, which means that a 12 bit Al 
D converter has 4096 codes In all eperating ranges. [Analog Devices, 1996/1] 

Fig.53 shows an example of DNL and INL in the transition of an AID converter. 
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Flg.53 Example of DNL and INL AID converter 
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Fora tuli-swing sine-wave input, the signal-to-noise ratio due to quantization and DNL tor N-bit 
resolution is: 

S [ 1 (DNL
2)J 

N(DNL+O) = 6.02N-101og (12) + 2a2 (14) 

where DNL is in LSB. Alpha is the threshold value tor the stochastic variabie in a normal distri
bution, that defines the distribution between DNL and- DNL in the range of the converter. Alpha 
is normally between 3.0 and 3.5 [Pelgrom, 1994]. For DMT signals a similar relationship be
tween the S/N (and with that the ENOB) and the DNL is expected. 

Because the DMT signals used in the ADSL modem are in between audio and video signals, it 
is unknown how important each of the tour test parameters are tor correct oparation of the AID 
converter. In this chapter criteria tor these test parameters are developed, in such a way that 
correct oparation of the frontend can be guaranteed if these criteria are met. 

Simulations in VHDL with a model of a full flash AID converter [see APPENDIX 2 and V.d Plas-, 
sche,1994] are used to find the upper bound the mentioned parameters. lt is clear that if the Al 
D converter is constructed in a different way, it might be necessary to change the specifications 
especially of the DNL and INL. The values measured are maximum val u es of INL and DNL, and 
the distri bution of these parameters will ditter notably if another construction methad is used tor 
the AID converter. 

15.2 Simulations with a model of a full flash AID converter 

Simulations show that tor DMT signals as well as a sine wave, the ENOB and the S/N are di
rectly related. lt is also shown in simulations that the number of carriers available define the 
number of bits of the AID converter needed tor a certain data rate. In Fig.49 and Fig.54 this 
relationship is made clear. Fig.49 shows the needed bits in anideal AID converter compared 
to a certain number of bits per carrier. These simulations are done tor DMT signals without clip
ping, i.e. the full scale of the converter is exactly matehad with the maximum signallevel. lt can 
be seen clearly that the maximum number of bits per carrier influences the number of bits of the 
AID converter much more seriously than the number of carriers on which this number of bits is 
placed on. Fig.54 shows the ENOB of the AID converter compared to the actual data rate, less 
bits on more carriers clearly need less ENOB than more bits on less carriers. Th is result stress
es once more that tight filter specifications are justified, if this leads to more available signal car
riers. Th is is used in the design of the AF. More filtering diminishes the ENOB necessary in the 
converter tor the same data rates. 
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Fig.54 Number of carriers versus data rata and SINAD AID converter 

The INL of the AID converter seemsof less importance tor DMT signals, as long as the INL has 
a normal distri bution with a zero mean. In that case, the error of the time sampled DMT signals 
is evened out in the frequency domain. lf the INL is distributed in this way, which it will hardly 
ever be in practica, the INL may be as high as 20 LSB, when the quantization error and the INL 
tagether are not allowed to form more than 5% of the total allowed error tor 1 0 bits QAM con
stellations. Th is is specification is easy to meet. Unfortunately in practica this constraint will be 
much more severe, because the distribution of INL is not likely to be normal with zero mean. 
But even then, the simulations indicate that the INL constraints will be easy tomeet compared 
to the ENOB, S/N and DNL constraints. 

In the VHDL model used, the DNL can be changed. Simulations show that the DNL has in deed 
a relationship with the S/N tor DMT signals. In TABLE 5 simulation results tor three different 
random DMT symbols are shown. In this simulation clipping is avoided by setting the tuil scale 
of the AID converter to the maximum signal value. Because the SIN is immediately related to 
the ENOB and the ENOB immediately responsible tor the data rates possible with the modem, 
the DNL constraints are severe. Because the ENOB is also directly related to the tuil scale of 
the converter, the DNL bacomes even more important if the DMT symbol has a large peak-to
signal average ratio. This is the case forthe random DMT symbol, generated in Matlab with ran
domizer seed 1. In genera!, the DNL has to beat most 2 LSB, if it would have a gaussian dis-
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tribution with a standard deviation of 2 LSB. Higher DNL leads to a greater percentage of error 
implemenled by the AID converter on the total error allowed (constraint is held at 5% error in
troduced by the AID converter of the total amount of error allowed tor the frequency domain 10 
bit QAM souree points). 

TABLE 5 lnfluence of DNL 12 bit AID converter tototal error 
DNL DE VIA TION DNL max. DNL min. #Error Seed used to 

counted in generate DMT 
[LSB] [LSB] [LSB] 512 samples symbol 
4 4 -4 1 1 

2 4 -4 1 1 

2 2 -2 1 1 

1 2 -2 1 1 

1 1 -1 0 1 

1 0.5 -0.5 0 1 

4 4 -4 1 982 
2 4 -4 1 982 
2 2 -2 0 982 
1 2 -2 0 982 
1 1 -1 0 982 
1 0.5 -0.5 0 982 
4 4 -4 1 58 
2 4 -4 1 58 
2 2 -2 0 58 
1 2 -2 0 58 
1 1 -1 0 58 
1 0.5 -0.5 0 58 

N.B. A sample is counted as an error, if the influence of the DNL and quantization error are re
sponsible for more than 5% of the total allowed error in the QAM-modulated sou ree. The quan
tization error is up to 3% of the total allowed error. Ten bits QAM constellations are used over 
255 carriers. 

15.3 Conclusions concerning the testing of the AID converter 

Measuring DNL, INL, ENOB and S/N will be sufficient to guarantee correct wor1<ing of the AID 
converter. The constraint for DNL is at most 2 LSB. The constraint for INL depends on the dis
tribution of the INL, but is allowed to be rather high. lf a normal distribution of INL with zero mean 
would be the case, the INL can be as high as 20 LSB. Unfortunately in practica the INL will most 
likely not be distributed normally and the constraint has to be much more severe, because the 
effect will then not be evened out by the FFT. The constraints for S/N and ENOB are high, the 
better the ENOB, and thus the SIN the higher data rates are possible. At least 11 bits are need-
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ed to be able to reach the highest data rate specified in ADSL if all signal carriers would be avail
able. A higher ENOB and thus S/N directly leads to higher possible data rates. More available 
signal carriers to transport the wanted data rates make the ENOB eenstraint lower. 

lt is very well possible that other parameters, besides INL, DNL, S/N and ENOB, could guaran
tee the proper working of the AID converter as well. Examining this might lead to constraints 
that are less hard to fulfil. The major advantage of using the INL, DNL, S/N and ENOB meas
ured with the use of a sine wave, is that this is a standard test methad used at this moment [Dis
lis, 1995]. There is a lot of experience within Philips in how to deploy this kind of testing. 
Developing a new test methad does only make sense if ADSL analogue frontend chips would 
be sold in large quantities. Otherwise special test benehes will be toa costly. 
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16. Test boards 

To find out if the specifications for the Analogue Frontend chip are sufficient fora real ADSL 
modem, three test boards have been developed. One test board contains a discretely built AF, 
that is designed in such a way that the specifications for the AF IC can be checked. The two 
other test boards are designed to support the testing of the analogue frontend. One test board 
is built to be the transmitter board. This board is able to put 16 bit souree veetors to the input of 
the DIA converter on the analogue frontend test board. These input souree veetors are made 
with software on a computer and then stared into an EPROM. The other test board is the re
ceiver test board. This is designed to store the received veetors from the AID converter in a 
RAM. Afterwards the RAM is read and its contents are transported toa computer. On this com
puter the received data will then be adapted in such a way that it can be compared to the trans
mitted DMT symbol. The basic layout of the test setup is shown in Fig.55 . 

500 meter 
telephone 
cable 

Fig.SS Test setup 
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16.1 Analogue Frontend board 

The analogue frontend board is built according to the test board specification given in different 
chapters of this report (see circuit diagram in APPENDIX 4 on page 134). The purpose of this 
board is totest the defined specifications and to compare measured results to simulated results. 
Another purpose is to experiment with DMT modulated data to leam more about all kind of in
fluences on the ADSL signal in the time domain and the effects of these influences in the fre
quency domain. 

16.2 Transmitter board 

The transmitter board is an application independent board that consists of an EPROM and 
some counters. With the help of these counters the EPROM is addressed to output the veetors 
in incrementing addresses. There is an option to do this once, or to repeat this output constant
ly. The circuit diagram of this test board is given in APPENDIX 4 on page 134. 

The EPROM is tilled with time domain DMT symbols. On all carriers used, the same type of 
QAM is installed, but if the S/N per carrier would be measured, the lower channels would be 

' able to handle a higher type of QAM. The transmitter test board works at 4.416 MHz instead of 
the 2.208 MHz necessary for ADSL. The IFFT used is 1024 point insteadof 512 points. This is 
the easiest way to fulfil the digital requirement that the transmitted signal should nothave fre
quency components below 2.2 MHz. At the ATU-C side the EPROM contains 64 symbols of 
1 024 samples, that are created with the help of a Matlab (Matlab, 1997] program (see APPEN
DIX 3 on page 127). At the ATU-R side the IFFT used is 128 points instead of 64 points for the 
same reason. At this side 512 time domain DMT symbols of 128 samplescan be stored in the 
EPROM. In an ADSL modem the result of the double IFFT could also be reached by heavy dig
ital filtering, but in software taking an IFFT with double length is the easiest way to make the 
repeated IFFT signal start at 2.208 MHz instead of 1.104 MHz. This also means that the DIA 
converter on the test board works at 4.416 MHz as well. This is an easy way to meet clock spec
ification fora DIA converterand if preterred this double speed could be maintained in the ana
logue frontend IC. 

16.3 Receiver board 

The receiver board is an application independent board that consists of two parts. The first part 
takes care of writing veetors into a RAM. lt contains some counters to generata the addresses 
and it fills the RAM with the time domain veetors coming from the ND converter on the analogue 
frontend test board. The second part mainly consistsof an 8051 micro controller and a RS232 
converter that take care of reading the RAM and sending the data bytes to a computer. With the 
use of switches the board can be put in either the read RAM or the write RAM mode. The RAM 
is 1 Mb, so 128 DMT symbols of 512 samples can be stored at the ATU-R side and 1 024 DMT 
time symbols of 64 samplescan be storedat the ATU-C side. The circuit diagram of the receiver 
board is given in APPENDIX 4 on page 134. 
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The program that corrects the received samples basically does the following steps as can be 
seen in Fig.56 . lf a duplex conneetion is made, the necessary second part of the receive path 
filtering, that should be done in the digital backend, has to be done first, to further remave the 
unwanted local transmil signal trom the received signal. In this way, only the wanted remote 
transmil signal will be demodulated and corrected. First, it resamples the received samples at 
a much higher rate, takes the FFT, and corrects every carrier in amplitude and phase. After that, 
it compares the corrected received samples in the frequency domain to the souree samples in 
the frequency domain (sa befare the IFFT). lf the remaining error introducedis smaller than the 
'd' defined in Fig.5 on page 17 the QAM constellation is received correctly. The souree code of 
this Matlab program can be found in APPENDIX 3 on page 127. 

received 

-.. ( resample) 

compare sample with 
souree sample 

correct P.hase and 
amplituCie per carrier 

~---------~./ 
Fig.56 Blocks in software to correct received samples 

Because the ATU-C and the ATU-R are connected to the same clock, insteadof being synchro
nised by a Phase Locked Loop, a constant clock shift is seen at the receiver side. This clock 
shift is a constant phase rotation in the frequency domain. By resampling the received symbols 
at a much higher rate (polyphase implementation of Matlab), the distance between the original 
sample moment at the transmitter side and the sample moment at the receiver side becomes 
much smaller ar even zero. Th is can be seen in Fig.57 . After the resampling, the samples the 
most close to the transmitted samples have to be chosen. 
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Fig.57 Resampling of the received DMT time signal 

The received time domain DMT symbols have to be corrected forthe phase rotation, the ampli
tude attenuation and the impulse response of the channel. The phase rotation and the ampli-
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tude attenuation are easily corrected. The first tew symbols received are discarded, because of 
the transient effects. From the other received data one symbol is used to calculate a vector con
taining the amplitude attenuation per carrier and the phase rotation per carrier. Th is is done by 
correcting the received samples in such a way that they are the same as the transmitted sam
ples. This can be seen in Fig.58 . All other symbols are then corrected with the same phase 
rotation and the same amplitude correction as the first DMT symbol. 

amplitude correction 

0 ~ transmited sample 

• ~ received sample 

Fig.58 Amplitude and phase correction 

·----! 

To undo the channel impulse response, time domain equalisation has to take place. This has 
nat been done yet. With the channel impulse response uncorrected, ISI is seen at the receiver 
side. By repeating the same DMT symbol saveral times, the time domain equalisation is nat 
necessary. Using The normal DMT symbol guard of 32 samples cannot possibly be used as ISI 
protection. lt is much toa short. 

lt should be kept in mind that the software correcting the received samples is in floating point, 
so quantization errors introduced by finite number of bits in calculations do nat show up in this 
formulation. Furthermore, only a certain part of the amplitude and phase deviation as well as 
the impulse response will be corrected in a real-life digital part of an ADSL modem. For now, 
complete correction of phase and amplitude, besides the noise of the first received symbol, is 
assumed and the test results only show the non-linear or time-dependent errors introduced by 
the analogue frontend, the twisted pair and the outside wor1d. Linear time-independent errors 
are fully corrected by the software. 

16.4 Cable 

The twisted pair used is cable of 0.5 mm diameter. lt has a capacitance of 37 nF/km. The con
ductor insulation consists of solid polyethylene-polyvinyl chloride (PE-PVC). For more informa
tion see [Reeve, 1995] and the cable rnadelling software [Network, 1996]. 
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17. Test results 

Due to limited time only a tew tests with the test boards have been done. Besides functional 
testing, which proved the basic werking of the test boards, some testing on connections is done. 
With 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0 kilometra of twisted pair simplex and duplex ADSL connections 
are made. 

The results of the measurements are close to the simuiatien results, especially tor the hybrid 
and the filtering. With 0.5 km of twisted pair the local transmit signal in the receive path is 18 
mV, the wanted remote transmit signal is 1V. This is 35 dB suppression of the local transmit · 
signal. The remote transmit signal is on average 15 dB weaker than the transmitted signal (ca
bie losses). Tagether this means the local transmit signal has been attenuated by 50 dB. Th is 
means that the hybrid attenuates 30 dB, the other 20 dB attenuation is taken care of by the re
ceive path filtering. The hybrid works very good in this case, because the terminating imped
ance of the other modem is seen very well, more heavily than the cable. This terminating 
impedance is 100 Ohm, so the hybrid is optimal. With 3.0 km of twisted pair the transmitted sig
nal in the receive path is 1.0 V, evenly streng as the remote transmit signal. The remote transmit 
signalis about 32 dB weaker than the transmit signal (cable losses). Th is means that the hybrid 
ónly attenuates the transmit signal tor 12 dB. This is logical, because the cable is most impor
tant tor Znne now, and Znne is nat adapted tor this cable. lt should be 150-160 Ohm in this case 
if Znne is represented by one resistor. Campare this situation with test loop 5 in TABLE 4 on 
page 61. 

When 3.0 kilometra of cable is used, the received signal consists tor 50% of the wanted remote 
transmit signal and tor 50% of the unwanted local transmit signal. This measured test result is 
exactly what simulations in Pstar show tor the non-adaptive hybrid and this type of cable. The 
cable model program and Pstarturn out to be very satisfying software to do these kind of sim
ulations with. Because in this case the AID converter loses 1 bit effectively and the ENOB of the 
AID converter used is about 11.5 bits [ datasheet AD 9220], 10.5 bits are left. Th is means that 
7 bits on channels 32-255 is the upper limit tor the non-adaptive hybrid, if the total introduced 
error due to the AID converter is supposed to be less than 5% of the total allowed remaining 
error, as can beseen in Fig.49. Th is result is used forthe measurements in the next paragraph. 

17.1 Duplex 7.4 Mbit/sec ADSL conneetion on 3 km twisted pair 

The cableis 3.0 km. 7 bit QAM on carrier 32-255 is used to reprasent 6.7 Mbit/sec downstream. 
Upstream 10 bit QAM is modulated on carriers 8-23 to reprasent 647 kbit/sec. With this setup 
the following results are obtained. The received time signal has only minor deviations in the dif
ferent symbols. The time deviations seen, will mostly affect the highest frequency carriers. In 
Fig.59 an example of demodulated and corrected received data at the ATU-R side against the 
souree data is given. For this example, the AGC is adjusted tor the duplex connection, but the 
test measurements are done in a simplex conneetion only. So the AGC is adjusted in such a 
way that the maximum value of the remote transmit signal and the local transmit signal tagether 
is the FS of the AID converter. In this way the larger quantization error in the remote transmit 
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signalis seen, but no extra filtering has to take place in the software. The results for the ATU
C si de are the same, but because the data rates are much smaller and over the best available 
channels, only the ATU-R-side results will be shown in this paragraph. As can beseen the non
linear and/or time-variant distartion is almost zero and the constellation diagrams of the trans
mitted and the received data match. lt should be kept in mind though, that no quantization or 
other errors are introduced in the digital domain so that alllinear time-invariant distartion is cor
rected completely. 
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Fig.59 Example of demodulated and corrected received data 

There is also no cross talk or distartion introduced by telephone signals or other modems on 
the same twisted pair. Still, under these circumstances it can be seen that the analogue front
end works. The analogue frontend adds al most no non~linear distortion, besides the quantiza
tion errors and, not tested, the clipping error of the converters. lt also works almost precisely as 
foreseen in the simulations. Both the hybrid and the filtering work exactly as simulated. The sim
ulation behaviour of the ND converter is highly correlated with the maasurement results for the 
ENOB and S/N. Butforsome influences, like DNL and INL, the simulation results differ from the 
actual maasurement results. This is logica!, because the actual ND converter used is nota full 
flash ND converter, but an ND converter that consists of three stages. 

Due to extern al sources, time-variant distartion can add tothetest setup. This distartion is most
ly linear in this case, because, as mentioned before, non-linear distortion, introduced by for ex
ample cross talk, is not present. 1t can either be a phase distartion in the frequency domain, 
caused by a timing distartion in the time domain, or an amplitude distartion in the frequency do-
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main, caused by an amplitude distartion in the time domain. Th is amplitude distartion in the time 
domain can be caused by the same timing error, if this timing error is not corrected property in 
the software. But more likely this amplitude distartion is caused by a time variant distartion sig
nal, which can be any kind of signal except the ADSL signal. Fig.60 and Fig.61 show an exam
ple of amplitude distartion and phase distortion. 
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Flg.60 Example of amplitude dislortion in demodulated and corrected received data 
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Souree data of one DMT symbol against corrected received data 
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Fig.61 Example of phase dislortion in demodulated and corrected received data 

17.2 Conclusions concerning the test results 

According to the few measurements that are done, the analogue frontend test board works and 
behaves as expected by the simulations. Further measurements have to be done in order to 
find the limitsof the system, but also to learn more about the ADSL modem behaviour with other 
modems or telephone signals on the same bundie of twisted pairs. Of course measurements 
with an analogue frontend connected to a real digital backend should be done to leam about 
the bottle-necks of the total ADSL system. Last but nat least, measuring the S/N per channel to 
optimize the number of bits per channel makes higher data rates possible and is necessary for 
measurements in a noisy environment. 
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18. Conclusions and recommendations 

18.1 Conclusions 

The specifications are made tor an analogue frontend IC in an ADSL modem. The modem uses 
DMT as modulation technique and FDM tor upstream and downstraam separation. System op
timization is achieved by: 
• An optimum cost/performance ratio. This is done by designing tor 85% of all installed 

twisted pairs in the USA. Lower data rates are achieved in cables with bridged taps. 

• Optimization of the analogue and digital part of the modem. The analogue filtering in the 
analogue frontend is tuned to the digital filtering and the filtering in the POTS splitter. 

• The use of an adaptive hybrid tor better unwanted signal suppression in the receive path. 

The first measurements doneon test boards to verify the specifications look promising.They 
show behaviour that is very similar to the simulations done with different software tools. 7.4 
Mbit/sec can be transmitted in a duplex conneetion on 3 km. of twisted pair without interterenee 
of any kind. Further measurements have to be done to find the I i mits of the specifications. 

The digital and the analogue part of the modem have been considered as a whole. This is the 
only way to have an optimal performance tor the lowest possible price. When the specifications 
of the digital backend change, the specifications of the analogue frontend have to change as 
wel I. 

The overall design of the analogue frontend leads to: 
• Higher possible data rates per effective bit of the AID converter. The more stringent filtering 

leads to more available signal carriers than in other FDM based ADSL modems yet on the 
market lt is shown that the possible data rates are directly related to the number of 
available signal carriers and the effective number of bits of the converters. 

• Easy denvation of Analogue Frontend specifications tor CAP-based ADSL modems or 
DMT-based ADSL modems with echo cancellation. This is possible because the restrictions 
of each component have been specified completely. The possible exchanges between 
different components in the analogue frontend are carefully investigated. Wh en the 
specifications tor the Analogue Frontend ditter slightly, aredesign of the necessary 
components can be done in a short amount of time. 

More knowledge of the DMT time signal is necessary to be able to adjust I the Automatic Gain 
Control correctly with only the start-up signals of the ADSL protocol. 

A first design of the POTS splitter is made. Th is design is not tested, because inductors with the 
correct specifications we re not yet on the market Different companies are working on new coils 
dedicated to POTS splitters right now. With the use of these coils the POTS splitter design can 
be tested and improved. 
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18.2 Recommendations 

The measurements on the test boards have nat been finished due to limited time. More meas
urements are necessary to find the practicallimitsof the analogue frontend. More tests could 
also be done to learn more about the influence of other systems, like other telephones or ADSL 
modems, on the behaviour of the tested ADSL modem. Last but nat least, tests with an ana
logue frontend connected to a digital backend should be done, to find out the bottle-necks of 
the total ADSL system. 

The implementation of the adaptive hybrid could be done in a way that is better to implament 
on an IC. Another construction of the hybrid could be considered, as well as an implementation 
of Znne with the aid of active components. 

The knowledge of the behaviour of real-life DMT time signals is nat investigated thoroughly yet. 
lt would be interesting to do this, because the adjustment of the Automatic Gain Control has to 
be done with only the start-up signals trom the ADSL protocol. The error correction used might 
also relate the souree data in an unexpected manner. New insights on how time domain chang
es exchange with the frequency domain might lead to new considerations that make the spec
ifications of the Analogue Frontend easier to meet. 

The most important problems in translating the specifications to anICare expected in the de
sign of the AID converterand the implementation of the adaptive hybrid. The separation of the 
converter part of the IC and the line driver part might also give problems. When implamenting 
the specifications a caretullook at these possible problems should be taken. 
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